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cleopatra arrives in rome with her son, caesarion, and mark antony. cleopatra is warmly received by
the people of rome, although she is saddened to see that antony's popularity has diminished since
their last meeting. in a gesture of reconciliation, antony presents cleopatra with a gift of beautiful
emeralds, and cleopatra understands antony's gesture as a loving show of affection. antony
introduces cleopatra to his sister, fulvia, who is to be his bride. cleopatra realizes that antony, the
leader of the powerful roman army, would be foolish to marry the sister of his greatest enemy, mark
antony. in an effort to prevent this marriage, cleopatra takes caesarion from the palace, which is
filled with women, and takes him to her palace at alexandria, egypt, where she secretly leaves him
in the care of her loyal servant, iras (rita faltoyano). from rome, cleopatra then travels to alexandria,
where she and antony are married. in alexandria, cleopatra receives the rest of caesarion's party,
which consists of his tutor, apollodorus (cesare danova), and his trainer, dinocrates (mick blue). the
beautiful cleopatra receives the visitors in her apartment and listens patiently as the trio tell her of
the need to return caesarion to rome. cleopatra refuses to return her son, caesarion, from alexandria
to rome, although she understands that the choice of the rest of caesarion's party will ultimately be
cleopatra's. in alexandria, cleopatra is surrounded by the royal guard, who are eager to participate in
the festivities of her son's birthday. in a scene of supreme self-confidence, cleopatra approaches her
husband, antony, and together they prepare to celebrate their son's birthday. caesarion is fascinated
by the festivities and remains in the palace. cleopatra, however, has other plans, for she takes
caesarion to visit antony and fulvia, the former of whom is a good friend of her own. in her love for
her son, cleopatra allows caesarion to befriend antony's wife, fulvia, and she encourages caesarion
to remain in alexandria. cleopatra, it seems, will not be forced to sacrifice her son.
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